ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LOUDSPEAKER

GOLD DOME PIEZO-ELECTRIC TWEETER
HIGH DEFINITION AEROGEL MIDRANGE
HIGH DEFINITION AEROGEL BASS

ADVANCED AUDIO TEST PACKAGE - AT BUDGET PRICE!
WE TEST LIBERTY AUDIOSUITE

FREE D.I.Y. SUPPLEMENT No. 16
Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the very best available components in circuit design. At the request of the renowned John Linsley Wood to give you unbeatable performance and unreasonable value for your money.

The higher current consumption exponents fitting to an advanced double sided printed circuit board mate with the superior sound of the Shunt Feedback concept. High quality standard kit. £ 313.49

61499 AUDIOPHILE PREAMPUTER. A versatile ultra high quality preamp.* Only less than £ 1. 26. 98

K1100 Complete Kit £ 209. 50
K2100SA Series dual-penta version with selected audiophile components ... £12. 46
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KIT NEWS
All the new kits, components, drive units and services for the DIYer.
Find out what the latest components and technology can offer.

WORLD AUDIO DESIGN KLS6
A new top-end loudspeaker design using Audax’s latest and very special piezo electric gold-dome tweeter, together with their High Definition Aerogel drive units.

LIBERTY AUDIOSUITE
A new audio CAD package from Liberty Instruments, who also make the IMP system. Audiosuite is a more advanced package including many extra features useful to DIY audiophiles.

BOOK REVIEWS

TUBE PREAMP COOKBOOK
Allen Wright cooks up numerous valve preamplifiers for the DIY hi-fi enthusiast.

ELECTRONIC UNIVERSAL VADE MECUM
Published in Poland, the Electronic Universal Vade Mecum is a reference data book containing application notes and working conditions for over 5,500 valve types.

DIY LETTERS
The only place to write to for design and build advice on all aspects of audio. Our experts will answer your questions and steer you in the right direction.
Introducing The Parts Connection’s first complete DIY kit: the Assemblage DAC-1 Digital Processor.

It comes in a small package (24cm x 5cm x 18cm chassis), but packs a big punch and a very musical sound. Designed for the rookie or first time kit builder, the only tools required are a pencil tip soldering iron, a screw driver, a wrench, a pair of electronics pliers, and a wire stripper or hobby knife. With only 21 solder joints and a handful of nuts and bolts, this kit goes together in one evening (typically about an hour). It’s as easy as connecting the dots.

The parts quality is top notch. The board comes assembled and tested, implementing the Burr Brown 1702 DAC, a Crystal 8412 input receiver, an NPC 5813 digital filter, Analog Device’s AD844 and 847 op amps and a custom potted toroidal power transformer.

At $449 US, the Assemblage DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in digital conversion and comes with a Satisfaction Guarantee (return it within 30 days of purchase for a full refund) and an Assembly Guarantee (if you can’t get it running, we will!). We challenge you to find a DAC anywhere near this price with better measured performance, component quality, and most importantly, sound quality. Call us for more specific information on the performance or construction features.

To order the DAC-1 kit or to order The Parts Connection 1994 Catalog (for £3), full of a lot of other exciting stuff (including a $10 US discount coupon good on your first order over $100 US), send us your request and mailing address - or call with credit card information.

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4
Telephone 0101-905-829-5858 Facsimile 0101-905-829-5388

TECHNICAL & GENERAL
THE ORIGINAL TURNTABLE SPECIALIST
for the Great Classical Turntable, Arms, Cartridges, Stylis
CONNOISSEUR GARRARD GOLDRING LENCO ORTOFON SHURE S.M.E. THORENS WATTS
All available Genuine spares and our own re-manufacture obsolete parts Servicing and Overhauls, to original technical specifications.
NO ILLUSORY 'IMPROVEMENT' NO DUBIOUS OR HARMFUL 'MODIFICATIONS'
Remedial Services available
Cartridge and stylis, correct radius diamond, for early recording - 78s & Lps
TECHNICAL & GENERAL
P.O. Box 53 Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 2BY
Tel: 01892 65 45 34

AUDIO ENGINEERING
Our “type 15” is a medium-priced high performance 6 kilo single-ended output transformer, as used on our “musician” amplifier.

But with a series / parallel primary section, user set for a 300B or EL34/KT88/6550 output valve to match a 8 ohm. With 130 millamps DC. flowing through the primary the frequency response is level from well below 15 hz. to above 40 khz., with or without feedback. Thus allowing the accurate reproduction of large scale orchestral works with a large dynamic range.

The “type 15” has been used successfully as a replacement upgrade for various commercial amplifiers, and is now available for home constructors wishing to build their own amplifiers.

They are handwound in matched pairs, tested and guaranteed for one year. Priced at £180.00 per pair including carriage, insurance and VAT.

And of course our fully welded 1.5mm. mild steel blank chassis, the most popular sizes being ...

400mm. x 300mm. x 65mm. @ £30.00 each.

400mm. x 230mm. x 50mm. @ £50.00 per pair.

For more details on these and other items please send sae to P.J. Perry

AUDIO ENGINEERING
57 Lyndhurst Drive, Leyton, London E10 6JB
Tel: 0181 558 4266
NEW VOICE COIL
Audio Amateur Publications have just announced the June '95 relaunch of Voice Coil, a periodical for the loudspeaker industry. The 12-16 page monthly issues of Voice Coil will now include product reviews, show reports, industry events and more.
Audio Amateur Publications
PO Box 576,
Peterborough,
Tel 02458-0576
Fax: (603) 924 9467

STUDIO 12 UPGRADE DECODER
Studio 12 have been working on a couple of tweaks to improve the performance of their stereo decoder. These involve removing the input capacitor and direct coupling the tuner to pin 2 of the module via a new 1MΩ potentiometer and increasing the values of the capacitors in each output leg to 10μF. Still having the decoder I built for the review in Supplement 15, I decided to give these new tweaks a go. See my column on page 69 of the main issue. DB
Studio 12
12 Nanjivey Terrace,
St Ives,
Cornwall TR26 1BQ
Tel 01736 798393

NEW VALVE PREAMPLIFIER FROM MAPLIN
Maplin have recently introduced a new valve preamplifier to go with their Millennium valve power amplifier. The Newton is available in a number of different forms, a full spec. version including RIAA phono stage and tone controls coming in at £119.97.

Full articles describing the design and construction of the Newton preamplifier can be found in issues 85 and 86 of Electronics, The Maplin Magazine.

NEW CATALOGUE FROM CRICKLEWOOD
Cricklewood Electronics have just finished their latest catalogue of electronic components and hardware. It includes loudspeaker drive units, books, audio grade polypropylene capacitors up to 100μF from Ansar, projects cases, valves, power supplies and more. Call to get your copy.
Cricklewood Electronics
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway,
London NW2 3ET
Tel 0181 450 0995

ELECTRONICS FOR BEGINNERS
Written by Keith Brindley, Starting Electronics provides an important introduction for the newcomer to electronics. With a practical approach this book available from Maplin is intended to give a thorough grounding in all of the basics.
Maplin Electronics
P. O. Box 3,
Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8LR
Tel 01702 554161

SILVER WIRE SALE
If you’re looking for top quality cable for DIY interconnects and ’speaker cable, give Audio-Links a call. Why? They’re offering a range of solid silver wires from 0.2mm to 2mm diameter at special sale prices until the 31st July or until stocks clear.
Audio-Links
7 Fairmont Crescent,
Scunthorpe,
N. Lincolnshire DN16 1EL
Tel 01724 870432

WESTERN ELECTRIC 300B IS BACK
Westrex Corp. is planning to re-release the WE 300B triode valve, regarded by many as the best 300B ever made. It is said that the new WE 300Bs will be made using the same original tooling, materials and manufacturing processes, the only difference will be the date code. Availability is expected to be September '95. The Parts Connection in Canada are already advertising the WE 300B in the main issue of Hi-Fi World, price $350.
The Parts Connection
2790 Brighton Road,
Oakville,
Ontario,
Canada L6H 5T4
Tel 905 829 5858
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And it's growing and growing. To order The Parts Connection 1995 Catalog & Resource Guide, send £7
or $10 US, or credit card information (available at your post office) for our price list and information leaflet. We accept VISA/MC.

BORBELY AUDIO
Melchior Fanger Str. 34A
82205 Gilching Germany
Tel: +49/8105/5291
Fax: +49/8105/24605

active crossover kits
We also offer kits for high-end preamps, Class-A MOSFET power amps and audiophile components.

Please send two International Replay Coupons (available at your post office) for our price list and information leaflet. We accept VISA/MC.
If you're looking for a top-end loudspeaker capable of rivialing the very best commercial designs, without having to shell out a four-figure sum, our new KLS6 design may be just the thing for you. It uses state-of-the-art technology in its drivers, combined with a simple, but highly effective cabinet design and a minimalist crossover, which together offer the highest performance possible.

Looking around at the loudspeaker market, you could be forgiven for thinking that things haven't advanced much over the last twenty years. Modern loudspeakers still use paper and plastic cones, and the conventional two-way bass reflex system is still the most common, by far. For a truly high performance design, using modern materials with a higher performance is important, but the penalty here is cost.

DIY is the only answer. The drivers used in KLS6 are some of the best money can buy; if they were incorporated into a commercial design they would be prohibitively expensive. But for all of you keen DIYers, these drivers, when used in a well designed and engineered system, will rival loudspeakers costing five times as much as KLS6 - or more!

Briefly, KLS6 uses Audax's super new gold piezo-electric tweeter for outstanding clarity and transient response, a High Definition Aerogel (HDA) midrange driver, mounted on a simple open baffle to completely eliminate cabinet colouration, and a powerful 8 inch HDA bass driver in an efficient bass reflex system for deep, taut and powerful lows. With such high quality drivers and a well engineered cabinet and crossover, the results are nothing short of breathtaking.

KLS6 is aimed at audiophiles using well matched and set up hi-fi systems. It is a very revealing loudspeaker, designed to resolve as much detail as possible, whilst being free of colouration. These days, sophisticated hi-fi systems can provide fantastic musical results, but all too often the end performance is let down by the loudspeakers, because they are still a long way behind what a good source and amplifier are capable of resolving. KLS6 will get the very best from your system, and has been designed to be compatible with a wide range of equipment, valve, solid-state, zero feedback, etc.

This speaker's high 90dB sensitivity and smooth impedance means it will always get the very best out of partnering equipment. It's not just valve amplifiers that benefit from high sensitivity loudspeakers, the less power it takes to drive the 'speakers, the less distortion your amplifier will produce and the smoother it will sound.
THE DRIVE UNITS
For KLS6 we have necessarily chosen to use some of the most advanced drivers available. They aren't cheap of course, but this is not a budget design; it's a top quality loudspeaker system capable of revealing as much as possible from a well sorted high-end system. The drivers are far too expensive to be used in commercial products.

THE TWEETER
Although expensive, Audax's HD-3P piezo electric gold dome tweeter offers state-of-the-art technology and performance. This unit uses a piezo electric polymer film, coated on both sides with pure gold and clamped to an elliptical ring former. The dome shape of the HD-3P is formed by a pressurised gas chamber behind the diaphragm.

THE MIDRANGE DRIVER
Because the HD-3P tweeter only reaches down to 5kHz or so a very high quality midrange driver capable of smoothly extending at least this far upwards is needed. Audax's HM100Z0, a small dedicated midrange unit, is ideal for the purpose. It uses a High Definition Aerogel cone, which is light and consequently fast, giving super detail and a crisp and open quality well suited to the HD-3P.

High Definition Aerogel is another Audax innovation. It's made from a controlled matrix of acrylic polymer gel, in which a carefully optimised proportion of Carbon and Kevlar fibres are embedded. It is light and stiff, with good internal damping properties. HDA has a smooth, neutral and highly detailed sound, making it ideal for top-end systems. The HM100Z0 uses a die cast chassis, which is ideal for DIY constructors, because it's near impossible to over-tighten screws and twist the chassis, which can misalign a voice coil.

THE BASS DRIVER
For powerful and taut bass an 8inch HDA driver with a powerful magnet assembly was chosen. By using HDA for the bass - the same cone material as the midrange driver - there is no character change between the two, making for a cohesive sound. The cone is extremely light and stiff for fast and detailed bass, and again comes on a die cast chassis for strength and rigidity.

THE CROSSOVER
Audax's HD-3P tweeter comes complete with its own dedicated crossover and matching transformer. As supplied, it comes set with a -3dB lower roll-off point at 6kHz, and a sensitivity of 89dB. This turned out to be ideal for matching with the HM100Z0 midrange unit, as Audax suggested.

The crossover for KLS6 was kept as simple as possible to ensure maximum sensitivity and detail; fewer components means lower selective signal losses. The HM100Z0 HDA small dedicated midrange unit, is ideal for the purpose. It uses a High Definition Aerogel cone, which is light and consequently fast, giving super detail and a crisp and open quality well suited to the HD-3P.
midrange driver is fed from a 3rd order crossover filter at its upper cut-off point, comprising one capacitor and two inductors. This filter operates at 6kHz, rolling off frequencies above this point to avoid cone break up, giving a smooth and accurate response. Most midrange drivers get no further than 3kHz, by the way; this one manages one octave more.

Because the HDA midrange unit is mounted on an open baffle, its low response will start to roll off at -6dB/octave, due to phase cancellation, where the baffle radius is half a wavelength; imagine the front wave reaching around (in effect) to cancel the rear output. The baffle radius of KLS6 is equivalent to 400mm, so cancellation will occur at wavelengths of 800mm or more. This corresponds to a frequency of 426Hz, causing the midrange to gently roll-off below this frequency. A series capacitor increases the roll-off rate to -12dB/octave (2nd order) to improve power handling by limiting the amount of bass this driver must cope with. It also matches to the 2nd-order roll off rate of the bass unit properly.

Below this the powerful 8inch HDA bass unit is fed from a 2nd order low-pass filter. This driver is reflex loaded by a large 40litre cabinet to ensure bass reaches down low enough to produce the deepest fundamentals.

To smooth the 'speaker's electrical impedance, and to reduce output a little from the midrange and treble in order to match the bass unit, an L-pad attenuator is used, which employs just three resistors.

Of course, for best results KLS6 uses Solen polypropylene capacitors throughout, and all inductors are high quality air-core types.

---

### CROSSOVER CIRCUIT

**R1** 15Ω

**R2, 3.3Ω**

**R3, 1Ω**

**FACTORY SUPPLIED CROSSOVER**

**L1** 0.47mH

**L2** 0.1mH

**C2** 100µF

**C1** 1.5µF

**L3, 5mH**

**C3** 50µF

---

### CROSSOVER FIXING

![Diagram of crossover fixing]
KIT & COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS

Falcon DIY Speakers
Falcon Electronics Ltd, 28 Tower House, Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT. Tel. 01508 578472

Falcon sell kits, drive units and crossover components and have a large range of books and back issues of kit magazines. Please send large SAE (£60) for free price list.

The Speaker Co.
1 Unit, 9, Waterside Mill, Waterside, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK11 7HQ. Tel: 0625 500507

The largest range of speaker drive units and accessories stocked for the speaker builder. Plus a range of speaker kits designed exclusively for The Speaker Company. MLSSA test facility available; phone for an appointment. Our prices can not be beaten.

Audio Cab
9 Skew Bridge Close, Wootton Bassett, Swindon, Wilts SN4 7DNY. Tel. 0793 8484327

Loudspeaker cabinet kits are the speciality of "AUDIOCAB". Whether you are prototyping your own loudspeakers or working to a design published in Hi-Fi World, including the KL53, "AUDIOCAB" will produce a bespoke kit to your specification. "Biscuit jointing" is used to ensure perfect alignment of adjacent panels and components are dry assembled and sanded before dispatch. David Bankfield, proprietor, says "no prior experience of woodworking will be required to build our kits and achieve a professional finish". Kits will normally be supplied in 25mm unfinished HDF but any finish is available and designs are usually enhanced by the use of mouldings to escape from the normal "square box". Ready built cabinets can also be specified. Professional, trade and retail enquiries are invited.

Wilmslow Audio
Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX
Tel. 0565 650605 Fax. 0565 650800

Extensive range of drive units and over 30 different designs of self assembly kit. Two 'ATC' kits now available. Drive units include those from KEF, Dynaudio, Audax, SEAS, Pointex. Scanpeak and Morel. Everything required for the loudspeaker builder and four demo rooms to listen to the kits in built-up form. Two new kits from Morel - one 3 litre, magnetically shielded, one 1.1 litre box shelf.

IPL Acoustics
2 Laveney Road, Westbury, Wilts BA13 3RJ. Tel. 0737 823333

IPL supply a range of eight speaker kits using drive units from SEAS. Morel. Audax. Visaton etc including four transporters to suit all room sizes. We also supply a full range of drive units, capacitors, and cabinet accessories as well as silver plated P.T.F.E. insulated cables.

DBS Audio
PO Box 91, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 1YA. Tel. 0284 8283926

Sole authorised supplier of DBS loudspeaker kits designed by Dave Bernman. The acclaimed DBS kit - the most respected designer in the field. Send for lists.

UPLIFTING SOUNDS - Tel: 0121 777 4196

Offers assistance in the design and construction of loudspeakers and audio furniture. From innovative to stylistic talk through your ideas with an enthusiast and choose your own level of involvement.

VALVE AND OUTPUT TRANSFORMER SUPPLIERS

P.V. Tubes
104 Abbey Street, Accrington, Lancs. BB5 1EE
Tel. 0254 236521/236211 24 hrs a/p. Fax. 0254 435384

For all your electronic components. Valves are new in branded boxes and matched pairs available. P.S. call for prices and details. We are closed all day Wednesday.

Valve Kits
PO Box 147, Station A, Vancouver B.C., Canada, V6G 2W9. Fax. (604) 876-5876


Wilson Valves
28 Banks Ave., Guelph, Huddersfield West-Yorks HD7 4LZ
Tel: 0484 654650/420774. Fax: 0484 655699.

Mail order. Call us to find out more about extensive range of valves. Over 1,000 different types stocked. S.A.E. request (please mark for Dept. HFW).

Langrex Supplies Ltd
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2GD.
Tel. 081 684 1166 or fax, 081 684 3056

One of the largest distributors of electronic valves, tubes and semi-conductors in the UK by original UK and USA manufacturers. Classic valve types are a speciality. Telephone or fax for an immediate quotation.

Bilgington Export Ltd.
1E Gillman Trading Est., Billingshurst West Sussex RH14 9EZ
Tel. 01403 272370 Fax. 01403 783519

Bilgington Export Ltd. holds large stocks of audio valves including many obsolete brands such as Mullard. GEC, Brimar etc. as well as Sovtek, Thermionic Gold Brand and the recently introduced Bilgington Gold range. Also Cadate Ray Tubes (eg. used in Marantz tuner 108). 50 page catalogue available; tel or fax for a copy. Minimum order £50.00 UK, £100 export.

PM Components
Springhead Enterprise Park Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 3HD. Tel. 0474 540531

PM Components Ltd are the specialist component company for High End Audio enthusiasts. We have a design and manufacturing base for audio valves and associated products and have a capability to produce custom tubes for major manufacturers. Our 70 page catalogue is available at £2.50 including UK postage.

PM Components are major stockists for Golden Dragon, Mullard, GEC and Tedco valves and we have a vast archive of vintage tubes gathered from every manufacturer in the world.

Chelmer Valve Company
130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 0RG. Tel. 0245 265865 Fax. 0245 490064

Professional repair/restoration of all hi-fi including classic and vintage equipment. Supplier of premium range of audio valves, other valves and components also available. (Please see our ad on outside back cover of this supplement).

RESTORATION
GT Audio 5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Bucks UB9 5JE
Tel. 0895 833099 Professional repair/restoration of all hi-fi, including classic and vintage equipment. Supplier of high quality electronic components, in particular types which are difficult to source. Original valves available, ie: Mullard, Brimar, GEC, GE, RCA, Sylvania etc.

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire SY10 9AF

24 hr sales/enquiries, Tel. 0691 652894
A range of Audiophile kits for 80 watt Power Amplifiers, Tuners, Pre-Amps and Moving Coil/Moving Magnet RIAA Preamplifiers. All kits are fully engineered, with our thirty years design experience, for easy constructions from circuits by John Lindsey Hood. The most respected designer in the field. Send for lists.

V.R.R.
30 Melbourne Ave., Worthing, BN12 4RT. Tel: 01903 501158

Vintage Radio Restoration
We can provide mains transformers, chokes and single-ended or push/pull output transformers as well as silver plated P.T.F.E. insulated transmission lines to suit all room sizes. We also supply a range of drive units, capacitors and other goodies all at reasonable prices.

Our 30w monoblock short kit is only £299.

AP Electronics
20 Derwent Centre, Clarke Street, Derby, DE1 2BL

Check out the AP ELECTRONICS 1994 catalogue. It's free with every order of over £20.00 or can be purchased for a £4.50 cheque payable to AUDIOCAB. Over 80 pages include genuine and power amplifier kits, high grade audiophile resistors, capacitors and semiconductors, audio and mains cables, gold and rhodium plated connectors and COMPONENT NOTES on using high grade parts. A quarterly newsletter 'AP PERFORMANCE AUDIO' has been recently launched and your first issue is free.

Rush Audio
126 Station Rd., Tewstpsford, Sandy SG9 1AY. Tel. 01767 640779 Fax: 01767 640617

Rush Audio stock high quality British made polysilicon capacitors (630V dc) ideal for PSU applications. 30uf (100 x 50mm da), 47uf (100 x 63), £27; 50uf (100 x 63), £32; 100uf (125 x 76), £55. Ceramic - 1 capacitor £2; £4, 3 or more - £6. Unfortunately VAT is extra on total of goods plus carriage. Order with cheque or requested prompt delivery.

Audio-Links
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe, South Humberside DN16 1EL. Tel. 0724 870432

Vast range of highest quality electronic components and accessories for those who are enthusiastic. A wide range of components aimed at the hobbyist, competitive VAT incl. prices, mail order and a friendly service. Open Mon-Thurs 9.15-5.00, Friday 9.15-5.00 and Sat’s 9.30-5.00.

V Chassis Company
PO Box 36, Letchworth Hertfordshire SG6 2JR
Tel: Fax: 01462 671594

Suppliers of high quality classic style welded Aluminium chassis, designed for DIY Audiophile constructors. Our modular chassis is also very suited to semiconductor pre-power amplifier applications. Check out our PTFE sheet at £2.95 per sheet 1500x350mm. Please send 36p A4 SAE for details.

Russ Andrews Audiophile Components
Edge Bank House, Skelmersgh, Kendal, Westmorland, LA8 9AS
Tel. 01539 823247 Fax. 01539 823317

World leading supplier of the highest quality premium components. If you want the very best sounding resistors, capacitors, inductors, Volume controls, etc. send for our 1994/95 Catalogue. We also have a range of our own design of amplifiers, preamp, speakers and CD players built with our components. To receive your copy of our new 1994/95 Catalogue and a £5 discount coupon usable on your first order over £50, just mail, phone or fax the address above, together with £3 or £5 US or your credit card information.

VINTAGE DIY
Lorcraft Audio
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, Lambourn, Berks RG17 6SQ. Tel. 0484 727267

Specialist restoration of 301’s and 401’s using genuine spare and re-manufactured parts to original pristine standards in our newly built workshops designed primarily for these purposes.

CLASSIC TURNTABLES
Technical & General
P.O. Box 53, Clitheroe, East Sussex TN6 2BY.

The original specialist source of spares, restorations and overhauls for all classic turntables. Years of actual experience and comprehensive range of parts (original and re-manufactures), manuals, anecdotals. No dubious 'improvements' - no harmful 'modifications'. Our specialist: Components. Garrard, Goldring, Lenco. S.M.E. Thorens. Watts. Otlofon. Shure. Cartidges and styli for 78s, Mono LPS, Stereo LPS.
THE CABINET

To get the very best out of the expensive drivers used in KLS6, the cabinet is a little different to that of most designs, including our own to date. It doesn't use concrete, plastics, exotic materials, or even a complex internal structure. Instead it is extremely simple, but devastatingly effective.

So what is this special cabinet construction? Well, because the HM100Z0 midrange driver uses a stiff cone surround it lends itself particularly well to use on an open baffle. Rather than invest in overly elaborate cabinet materials, why not do away with cabinet problems in one go! In one fell swoop, standing waves, reflections from the rear wall and other horrid things that make up “box colourations”. As a result, an open baffle design such as this goes a long way towards achieving electrostatic-like neutrality and lack of colouration. The sound is open, with great stage depth and width, and because there is no body of air acting like a spring behind the driver, transients are crisp and clean. Our design is essentially a cabinet with the back left off, the front and the sides giving the necessary distance required between front and rear of the cone for full output down to the bass crossover point. This also allows the front of the cabinet to be kept as narrow as possible, improving image definition, a property we are careful to nurture.

Behind the driver the cabinet is lined with soft carpet felt and lightly filled with long hair wool. In addition, a curtain of felt is hung at the back of the open box to ensure that as much of the rear radiation as possible is absorbed. So, KLS6 possesses the see-through clarity of a true open baffle 'speaker, but it absorbs a significant amount of the rear radiation which would otherwise reflect off a rear wall and compromise imaging.

It is a simple idea, but one that gets the very best from the drivers by removing from the cabinets unwanted contributions to their efforts. When you are spending so much for top quality drivers, this only makes sense.

In the bass, to keep the size of the cabinet domestically acceptable (an open baffle bass system designed to reach down to 40Hz would need a baffle diameter of 14ft!) efficient bass reflex loading is used. Carefully tuned, this gives excellent bass quality, together with high efficiency.

The result of combining the latest technology, super quality drivers, with a cabinet designed to get the very best from them and a well designed, simple crossover using high quality components is quite something. It shows just what an amazingly high level of performance is possible from a loudspeaker nowadays, when cost is not allowed to restrict drive unit quality.
Introducing a choice of 'Modern Classic' or 'Modular' Chassis designs, created for the VALVE AUDIOPHILE constructor. Crafted from thick gauge aluminium, ready for the finish of your choice! Other materials and custom services are available upon request.

PRICES FROM £69.00 inc VAT

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES, TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
1 MAYO ROAD • CROYDON • SURREY CR0 2QP
PHONE 0181 684 1166 24 HOURS EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS
FAX 0181 684 3056

A selection of our stocks of New Original Mullard - Brimar audio types made in UK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STANDARD TYPES</th>
<th>SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECC81 MULLARD</td>
<td>E88CC - GOLD PIN MULLARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC82 MULLARD</td>
<td>E88CC SIEMENS GOLD PIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC88 MULLARD</td>
<td>E188CC - GOLD PIN MULLARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECH81 MULLARD</td>
<td>ECC81 - M8162 / CV4024 MULLARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL82 MULLARD</td>
<td>ECC81 - 6201 / GOLD PIN MULLARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL86 MULLARD</td>
<td>ECC82 - M8136 / CV4003 MULLARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF86 MULLARD</td>
<td>ECC83 - M8137 / CV4040 BRIMAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL84 MULLARD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ32 MULLARD</td>
<td>R4GY RCA 6.00 12BY7A GE 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ34 MULLARD</td>
<td>6FQ7/6CG7 SYL 7.50 6146B GE 15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SL7GT BRIMAR</td>
<td>6L6GC GE 12.50 6550A GE 20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SN7GT BRIMAR</td>
<td>6L6WGB SYL 10.00 7027A GE 17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6V6GT BRIMAR</td>
<td>12AX7A GE 7.00 7581A SYL 15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MANY OTHER BRANDS AVAILABLE
THESE ARE A SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF OVER 6000 TYPES. PLEASE CALL OR FAX AN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION ON ANY TYPES NOT LISTED. WE ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF VALVES IN THE UK.
SAME DAY DESPATCH VISA/ACCESS ACCEPTABLE. OBSOLETE TYPE A SPECIALITY.

OPEN TO CALLERS MON.-FRI. 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY
P&P 1-3 VALVES £2.00, 4-6 VALVES £3.00 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC P+P

Send A4 SAE for details to:
VCC, PO BOX 36, LETCHWORTH, HERTS. SG6 2UR
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KLS6 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LOUDSPEAKER

KLS6 CONSTRUCTION
The cabinets for KLS6 are made from 25mm MDF, which gives a very solid, inert enclosure. It is easier and far quicker to cut all holes for drive units, ports, terminal dish, etc, before you start to glue the cabinet together. It also reduces the amount of dust inside the cabinets which can find its way into the open voice coils of the drive units.

The plans below show the general construction. The speakers can conveniently be built up on one side panel, laid flat. After the front, rear, top and bottom panels are glued into position, I put on the other side panel and held it down with weights until the glue set. Remember to do a dry run first to check that all the panels fit snugly together. In my case, even though the MDF was cut by a professional woodworker, it had to be sanded to size for a perfect fit.

Using Evostick Resin-W, apply the glue to the edges of the panels. They can then be slid into place, their 25mm thickness being enough to stand steady without panel pins. Any excess glue that oozes from the joints can be wiped away lightly with a damp cloth.

To ensure the panels are firmly pressed together, either place suitable heavy implements on top of the cabinet, or use thick, stretchy carpet tape wrapped around the cabinet to pull the pieces together. After this last step, check that the cabinet is square and that all the sides are square. The glue should still be wet enough to allow the panels to be gently pushed into line.

Once the glue is dry - overnight is normally enough for it to reach full strength - the cabinets are ready for their internal damping to be fixed into place. Carpet felt should be glued to each of the surfaces in the open baffle midrange enclosure with a curtain hanging down at the back, and onto the sides and back of the main bass enclosure. As a finishing touch, I cut a neat square of black felt and glued it over the back of the open baffle chamber. Make sure you have finished wiring up first though, and that everything works, otherwise you will have to tear it off and start again.

The whole cabinet, including the open baffle midrange enclosure, is then lightly stuffed with long hair wool, to further absorb reflections and reduce the effects of standing waves. The long hair wool normally comes in knotted bundles, tease it out gently for best effect. Of course, you are free to experiment with other forms of panel treatment: BAF and Deflex pads for example. But we find that the combination of soft carpet felt glued to the panels together with long hair wool stuffing to be extremely good, as well as being cost effective.

Mount the crossover as shown in the diagram below. Because inductors, being magnetic components, have a field around them, they need to be spaced well apart and at right angles to each other to minimise inductive coupling. Again, a recommended layout is shown below. The components can be fixed to the crossover board with PVA glue, but I find a hot-melt glue gun holds them in place just as well, but the glue is more easily removable.

The wires for the midrange and treble unit have to pass through a small hole in the open baffle midrange chamber. It is very important to seal this hole either with hot-melt glue or PVA. The drive units can now be soldered to these wires and screwed into the front baffle. The tweeter should have wires attached using slide-on terminals to prevent heat damage from a soldering iron. A foam gasket made from draft excluder (you can get it in any hardware shop) should be stuck to the rear of the drive unit frames where they mate with the cabinet, to give a good air-tight seal.

WARNING!
The dust you get when working with MDF is carcinogenic. If you are going to make the cabinets yourself, purchase a good mask that covers your mouth and nose and work in a well ventilated area. Otherwise get a professional woodworker who will have appropriate safety equipment to cut the panels for you.

TESTING
A simple test to reduce the risk of any damage to your amplifier when you first plug in, is to check the impedance of the loudspeaker using a simple multimeter. Using the resistance setting they should measure around 5.25Ω across the terminals. This simple test will indicate a short with a reading below 1Ω.

TWEAKING KLS6
There are several tweaks that will affect the overall sound of this loudspeaker. Firstly, the reflex ports can be made either longer or shorter to change the box tuning. Making the ports longer moves the tuning frequency downwards, giving a flatter and deeper bass response. But this will tend to excite small rooms, resulting in a boomy or overblown sound. In smaller rooms the ports should be shortened, which reduces bass depth and peaks bass up higher, but gives greater subjective speed and punch.

Spiking the cabinets to the floor with a suitable spike kit will improve bass definition too. Spike kits are available from most kit loudspeaker suppliers and from stand manufacturers such as Apollo and Target.

More precise treble can be had by gluing a thin piece of soft foam or felt cloth around the tweeter to restrict surface waves and refraction from the front of the cabinet, and also to reduce dispersion angle, lessening off-axis treble energy that will bounce back off walls and ceiling. Images will come into better focus as a result.

Being a three-way speaker, KLS6 can be either single, bi or tri-wired. We'd recommend bi-wiring, connecting the tweeter and midrange together and driving the bass with a separate cable run. But for those with plenty of spare cable around, tri-wiring will bring a subtle improvement.

Good quality internal cable should be used to connect the crossover to the drive units. I used silver plated copper, which combines the sweetness of silver with the weight and power of a solid core copper cable. Because of the small quantity used it makes sense to use silver solder for all connections. We do not advise you to solder the wires to the tweeter however, as a touch too much heat will damage them, and replacement is costly.
Cricklewood Electronics Ltd

Tee does have to spend a fortune to buy it be.

Ow Wow are manufactured to the highest standard and are normally sold at much more.

EC 801 4.50 50pF 4.50
EC 802 4.50 100pF 7.50
EF 96 4.50 150pF 15.00
EL 54 4.50 220pF 18.00

PAP 0.5V up to 6 Vrms

Ecap Ace Polypropylene Capacitors
- Extremely low distortion
- Original acoustic properties
- High purity tinned copper leads
- Tight wound thick delectnc for resonance elimination.
- Low dissipation factor

* All units proof voltage tested at 150% rated voltage for 15 mins.

Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50pF</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150pF</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220pF</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330pF</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470pF</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680pF</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1nF</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15nF</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nF</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33nF</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47nF</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60nF</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75nF</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100nF</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150nF</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220nF</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330nF</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470nF</td>
<td>7.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680nF</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10nF</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15nF</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nF</td>
<td>12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33nF</td>
<td>14.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47nF</td>
<td>15.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60nF</td>
<td>17.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75nF</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100nF</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150nF</td>
<td>21.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220nF</td>
<td>23.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330nF</td>
<td>24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470nF</td>
<td>26.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680nF</td>
<td>27.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liberty Audiosuite

a new standard in PC Audio Measurement and Analysis Systems

advanced....powerful....practical....£495

- MLS and Gated Sinewave testing, with real phase angle
- Amplitude, Impedance and Phase Angle vs frequency
- Thiele/Small parameters
- Waterfall plots and Energy vs Time displays
- Distortion Analyser, Dual Channel Oscilloscope
- Spectrum Analyser, Cepstral Analysis

You provide the PC (a 486DX is best) and amplifier

I supply the LAUD software + manual, the assembled mic/probe preamp and probes, the ECHO soundcard, a calibrated microphone, and all the cables ready for easy "plug and go", plus fax/telephone support and advice for best use of this very sophisticated but easy to use system.

To order, or for more details, call Tony Seaford at

MARTON MUSIC 01282-773198

Sower Transformers have been used by the Professional Audio Market throughout the world for at least the last twenty - five years.

Using modern technology and Computer Aided Design we are now able to offer a complete design and manufacture service.

Our current list shows a range of over 50 output, 70 power transformers and nearly 30 chokes.

E.A. SOWTER LTD

P.O. BOX 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL

SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS

Tel: 0473 252794. Fax: 0473 236188
SOUND QUALITY

Having used a pair of exotic Sony carbon fibre coned monitors for a good long time, I've a general distaste for paper and plastic cones. So to date, one of my favourite loudspeaker designs has been KLS3. But along comes a design to put even this to shame.

Carbon-fibre cones, for all their strengths, have a tendency to sound 'dry'. Of course, this can be excused in the light of what else they can do, but here's a 'speaker that needs no excuses.

With KLS6, you get the uncanny sensation of not hearing the drivers working. They are outstandingly neutral and clear, superbly cohesive from bass to treble and have deliciously sweet, tactile high frequencies thanks to that gold piezo-electric tweeter.

Teenage Fanclub's 'About You' is a severe test of any 'speaker - a super clean, bright recording which shows up any nasties with a vengeance. But KLS6 delivered a near-electrostatic smoothness, yet with the subtletest of rhythmic and dynamic inflections brought into sharp relief. The HDA midrange acquitted itself very well indeed, sounding even smoother than the carbon fibre equivalent in KLS-3, while bringing a greater palette of tonal colours.

But it wasn't until Rimsky Korsakov's Scheherazade (Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Daniel Barenboim) found its way into the Da Capo CD player that KLS6's full talents became obvious. String tone was just about the best I've heard on a moving coil loudspeaker; totally devoid of grain or hardness. Imaging was excellent, but not quite in the gap-inducing KEF/Tannoy point source league. KLS6 is weakest in the bass, where it can't quite match the outstanding performance higher up, being merely 'very good', with a tight, clean, tuneful punch devoid of boVinex.

David Price

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The third-octave frequency response plot below shows the smooth and flat response of KLS6 through the midrange and treble. Upper treble is rolled off slightly which ensures a smooth and pleasant balance with CD.

Between 200-400Hz there is a lift in the response (+4dB) where the midrange and bass are overlapping in the near field. Further back in the listening position the response will flatten out due to cancellation around the open baffle midrange. There is still a slight lift left in this area in the far field, but this serves to add a pleasant warmth to the sound. A dryer balance can be engineered if desired by increasing the capacitor on the bass crossover network to 100μF.

The HD-3P tweeter is a 4Ω driver, and the HDA drivers' impedance falls to around 5Ω in places, making overall impedance a low 4Ω! However, impedance varies little across the audio band, essentially residing between 4-8Ω, so is smooth enough to match well with zero feedback amplifiers such as our 300B. If they are used with a valve amplifier though, best matching will be with the 4Ω tap selected.

Again the HD-3P tweeter has an influence on the overall sensitivity possible, being an 89dB driver. Sensitivity measured at 1m using a nominal watt (2.83V) pink noise signal was 89dB, sensitive enough to be used with amplifiers capable of producing 20watts or more.

A KIT OF PARTS FOR KLS6 WILL SHORTLY BE AVAILABLE, PLEASE CALL WORLD AUDIO DESIGN FOR DETAILS

TEL: 0171 289 3533
RETAIL PRICE LIST

Golden Dragon Pre-Amplifier Tubes
6AQ8/ECC85 £6.50
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
12AX7A/E88CC/ECC83 £6.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £10.95
6SN7GT/ECC86 £8.95

Singles
2A3 4PIN £6.50
2A3 OCTAL £6.95
211 £6.95
811A £11.50
845 £6.95
300B £15.00

Special Quality Golden Dragon Pre-Amplifier Tubes
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £10.50
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £10.50
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £9.50
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £14.50

Golden Dragon Triodes
Singles
Pairs
Quads
2A3 4PIN £22.50 £50.00 £100.00
2A3 OCTAL £22.50 £50.00 £100.00
211 £28.50 £60.00 £120.00
811A £11.50 £25.00 £50.00
845 £28.50 £60.00 £120.00
300B £35.00 £75.00 £150.00

Golden Dragon 300B Range
Singles
Pairs
Quads
300B Super £79.00 £160.00 £320.00
4.300B £84.00 £170.00 £340.00
4.300BLX Super £124.00 £250.00 £500.00

Golden Dragon Power Tubes
Pairs
Quads
Octets
EL34/6CA7 £25.00 £50.00 £100.00
E34L £29.95 £60.00 £120.00
EL84 £8.95 £19.00 £38.00
EB4L £12.50 £25.00 £50.00
6L6VGB/5881 £25.00 £50.00 £100.00
KT66 £25.95 £52.00 £104.00
KT88 £57.95 £116.00 £232.00

Carriage charge £2.50 on any U.K order. Cash with order or Visa - Mastercard accepted. 24 Hour Answerphone Service.

We have a vast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. A 70 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at a cost of £2.50 per copy including U.K postage or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation. Prices exclude VAT. Please add VAT at 17.5%.

CERAMIC SOCKETS AND HARDWARE

Standard Gold Plated
Locking 4 Pin £6.95 £15.00
4 Pin UX4 £2.50 £3.50
Jumbo (211 etc.) £12.50 £25.00
Octal Chassis £1.25 £3.50
Octal PCB (EL34 etc.) £1.25 £3.50
89A Chassis (pre amp) £1.25 £2.50
89A PCB (pre amp) £1.25 £2.50
Screening Can & Skirt (pre amp) £8.50 £15.00
Damping Can (pre amp) £4.50 £9.00
Power Valve Retainer (EL34 etc.) £15.00 £30.00

A selection from our stock of over 2,500 different audio quality valves. Please enquire for items not listed

ECC81 BRIMAR 4.50 M8162/ECC81 MULLARD 8.50 6550A TETONEX 12.50
ECC82 GE 4.50 M8137/ECC83 MULLARD 24.00 12AT6 BRIMAR 2.50
ECL82 TETONEX 3.50 0A2WA TETONEX 4.50 12AV6 RCA 2.50
ECC83 TETONEX 3.50 PCC88 BRIMAR 3.50 12BA6 WESTINGHOUSE 3.50
ECC85 TETONEX 3.50 PL36 MAZDA 3.50 12BH7A USA 12.00
ECC88 TETONEX 4.50 PL519 THORN 5.50 12E1 STC 15.00
EGF82 RCA 3.50 U19 GEC 8.50 85A2 MULLARD 6.50
EGL86 TETONEX 3.50 UCC85 MULLARD 3.50 300B TETONEX 50.00
EF66 TETONEX 4.50 2A3 TETONEX 15.00 807 TETONEX 6.50
EF804S TELEFUNKEN 36.00 5Y3WGTA SYLVANIA 4.50 1625 RCA 6.50
EL34 TETONEX 6.50 5V4G BRIMAR 3.50 5887 USA 6.50
EL66 MULLARD 4.50 6AG7 RCA 3.50 5814A GE 5.50
EL504 TETONEX 3.50 6AG7 RCA 8.50 5987 USSR 6.50
EL519 PHILIPS 15.00 6B4G TETONEX 29.50 6072A USA 8.95
G232 MULLARD 8.50 6C6G TETONEX 3.50 6158 TETONEX 8.50
G237 MULLARD 4.50 6K7G TETONEX 3.50 6148 BRIMAR 6.50
G234 TETONEX 5.50 6L6GC TETONEX 4.50 6189 SYLVANIA 9.50
G237 GEC 5.50 6SN7GT TETONEX 4.50 6189W GE 9.50
KT66 TETONEX 6.50 6V6G RCA 6.50 6201 GE 6.50
KT88 MULLARD 12.50 6V6GT TETONEX 4.50 6453 UNIFIED 7.50
M8136/ECC82 MULLARD 8.50 6X4 TETONEX 4.50 6870 BRIMAR 11.50

EXPORT WELCOME
CARRIAGE AT COST
P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 8HD, England
Sales Desk Tel: 01474 560521. Fax: 01474 333762
ANGELA 1995

256 PAGES! TONS OF VINTAGE AUDIO GEAR!
1000's OF N.O.S. TUBES! DOZENS OF NEW & VINTAGE OUTPUT AND POWER TRANSFORMERS!
1000's OF RARE OLD MANUALS, CATALOGS AND BOOKS ABOUT TUBE ELECTRONICS & EARLY HI-FI ALSO COMPLETE AMP KITS, TUBE TESTERS, HARD TO FIND HIGH VOLTAGE SIGNAL AND POWER SUPPLY CAPACITORS, TUBE SOCKETS, KICL MICS, TUBE GUITAR AMPS, MUCH MORE!
BIG JAM BONUS, Y'ALL IN THIS EDITION WE FEATURE SIMPLIFIED PICTORIAL PLANS FOR MAKING WESTERN ELECTRIC MODEL 1 STYLE 300B SINGLE-ENDED MONOBLOCKS!
IF YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO BUILD YOUR OWN AMPS BUT FEEL INTIMIDATED BY SCARY 'SCHEMATIC ONLY' PLANS, THEN THIS ONE'S FOR YOU! TO ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE ANGELA INSTRUMENTS 1995 CATALOG, MAIL US A CHECK/MO. FOR $8 OR CALL/FAX WITH VISA/MC NUMBER & EXPIRY DATE ANGELA INSTRUMENTS, 10830 GUILFORD ROAD, SUITE 301, ANNAPOLIS JUNCTION, MARYLAND 20701, USA, PHONE (301) 725-0454 FAX (301) 725-9823.

FAMILY VALUES

ANGELA INSTRUMENTS

10830 GUILFORD RD. SUITE 301
ANNAPOLIS JUNCTION, MD 20701
PHONE (301) 725-0454 FAX (301) 725-9823

PASS THE GLUE DAD!

DON'T YOU BOYS EVER GET TIRED OF BUILDING THOSE STUPID AMPLIFIERS?

ANGELA 1995

MKS, TUBE GUITAR AMPS, MUCH MORE!
Here's a complex but affordable loudspeaker measurement system.

Dominic Baker revs up his PC.

Although many home designed projects work well and give a satisfactory sound, getting truly top class results takes more understanding and involvement. A thorough knowledge of theory, good experience to sort the important from the (subjectively) superfluous and, finally, the ability to analyse performance by measurement are all crucial. What I'm reviewing here is a measurement package that is deeply complex at a theoretical level, yet at the same time absurdly cheap by current standards, as far as test equipment goes, that is. It all comes down to the plummeting cost of digital processing (e.g. computers).

Nowadays, FFT analysers are becoming available at prices of less than £1000, providing you already have a powerful PC computer to do the number crunching. That's what I'm testing here: something so powerful and sophisticated that it's a bit breathtaking. There are two snags: it's slow to use compared to dedicated industrial test instruments like our own Hewlett Packard 3561A FFT, and it relies on concepts that are obscure for those not versed in maths and measurement principles. This Liberty Audiosuite is no digital AVO. You might be able to afford it; beware that you can understand it.

The handbook is written in unusually friendly and informal prose; it's a good effort. Yet the concepts it must cover are so broad ranging and measurement-specific that some prior
knowledge is virtually a must. If you haven’t mastered the difference between time and frequency domains, there’s a lot to take on board here, and not all of it is explained. For example, the instrument has two channels, but cross-analysis using maths processing is barely mentioned and no explanation is provided of window properties.

The package is aimed strongly at loudspeaker measurement and has some fantastic powers, such as U/C determination from impedance and phase angle information (something we do manually), as well as Thiele-Small parameter analysis of drive units. Although the A/D processor is 16-bit, and the dynamic range in theory 96dB, reckoning on a useable 80dB minimum in practice, because of Soundcard limitations. Maximum bandwidth is 22kHz and both X & Y axes are scaleable in lin. or log. form. Zoom analysis is not possible, only baseband, but four ‘windows’ are provided: None (for a clean pulse), Blackman, Hamming and Bingham, the last three offering progressively less weighting on a ‘continuous’ signal, and useable full or just with trailing edge smoothing.

Cumulative decay spectra can be shown (waterfall plots), Energy-Time curves and even the Hilbert Transform can be applied. The two channels can be multiplied or divided against each other, which can be enormously useful for comparative (difference) analyses, a technique we use in tape testing, for example, to derive a relative frequency response.

All this is impressive modern day stuff capable of placing enormous analysis power in an owner’s hands. Yet as the power of modern day digital measuring systems increase, so does their theoretical complexity. It’s important to bear in mind that at heart the Liberty Audiosuite is a seriously complex piece of kit by any standards and no handbook in the world, however well written, will ever make its abilities easy to understand and exploit. Apart from this proviso, the Liberty Audiosuite package offers signal processing power as advanced as anything available today, but at a knockdown price (see p21).

Liberty’s Audiosuite CAD package is essentially a collection of audio test instruments all controllable from within one package. The use of a Soundcard means that a wide range of test signals can be generated and then analysed by various different software systems, making Audiosuite highly flexible. The instruments that are included in Audiosuite are as follows.

**MLS/FFT** - Essentially an up-rated version of Liberty’s well known and popular IMP loudspeaker test system, MLS/FFT uses the Soundcard to generate the test signal rather than a dedicated IMP module. MLS is a sophisticated variation of impulse response testing. A pseudo-random noise signal subjects the item under test to every frequency in the audio band at the same instant. The ‘time domain’ plot that Audiosuite then generates can be transformed, through calculation by the computer, into frequency response and phase information.

This section is very similar in operation to IMP, but with improvements made to both the measurement accuracy and graphical display. For a more detailed explanation of how MLS works, see the review on IMP in Supplement 13.

**SINE** - This instrument is similar to MLS, but uses a gate or continuous sine wave test signal. The sine wave signal is set to a chosen frequency and a measurement is taken which will reveal phase (gated sine) and magnitude. Obviously, if you were measuring a loudspeaker you would have to plot many points to build up a useful response curve, but SINE does have more energy at low frequencies and consequently better signal-to-noise ratio.

**SCOPE** - A real-time, digital, dual-channel triggered oscilloscope instrument, combined with a sinewave and squarewave generator. The Oscilloscope is AC coupled, so can’t be used to measure DC voltage levels. Both the oscilloscope and the signal generator are band limited to 22kHz, because of the use of a soundcard. The display is shown in a ‘join-the-dots’ format, because SCOPE samples the input signal rather than continuously monitors it as an analogue ‘scope does. So where the horizontal scale gets close to the sampling rate set, the waveform displayed will be very jagged. Because of this care needs to be taken when interpreting the SCOPE’s display. The sampling rate can be set between 5.12kHz and 48kHz.

**SPEC_AN** - This is an FFT based spectrum analyser and matching white noise generator. The spectrum is displayed at multiples of the sample rate, divided by sample size. A useful feature of SPEC_AN is the ability to perform power averaging of the spectrum. This average power level across a spectrum, measured at different microphone positions, can be used to determine the typical or average response of an audio system within a room.

**DIST_AN** - Harmonic distortion analyser with low distortion sinewave source. This instrument is used for measuring and observing the characteristics of distortion that a piece of equipment produces. DIST_AN will analyse harmonics from second through to ninth, and measure the THD percentage relative to the fundamental applied. It can be used to measure amplifiers and other electronic equipment as well as loudspeakers.

DIST_AN also includes a feature called ‘Visualizer’. The Visualizer measures the THD and displays a plot of the waveform tested. At low distortion levels the plot would be indistinguishable from a sinewave, but the Visualizer allows you to ‘turn up’ the distortion to make its effect on the sine wave visible.
DIY Loudspeaker Design & Construction

Everything you need to build High Quality loudspeakers, be they for High Fidelity reproduction or for Professional P.A applications

**Speaker Kits**

**Jaguar Standard Kit** £235 pr

This kit contains everything you need to build the speakers except the cabinets.

- 2 x RCF L5/090 Bass mid drivers
- 2 x RCF TWT/E Titanium dome Tweeters
- assembled Bi-wired crossovers
- 2 x F 469 F Bi-wire connection panels
- 1 metre A101 wadding
- 6 x FT 57 Fo damping panels
- 2 x reflex tubes
- 8 x Grill studs
- Speaker cloth
- Full set of instructions and plans

**Deluxe Kit** £315 pr

As above but includes cabinet kits machined from 25mm MDF fully rebated for ease of construction.

**Tornado Standard Kit** £275 pr

This kit contains everything you need to build the speakers except the cabinets.

- 2 x RCF L6/090 Bass mid drivers
- 2 x RCF TWT/1E Titanium dome Tweeters
- assembled Bi-wired crossovers
- 2 x F 469 F Bi-wire connection panels
- 2.5 metres A101 wadding
- 12 x FT 57 Fo damping panels
- 4 x reflex tubes
- 8 x Grill studs
- Speaker cloth
- Full set of instructions and plans

**Deluxe Kit** £385 pr

As above but includes cabinet kits machined from 25 mm MDF fully rebated for ease of construction.

**RPD 10** £615 pr

10" Precision Devices Bass driver coupled with a 1" compression driver and CD horn with a high quality passive crossover and Deflex panels. This speaker has ultimate speed for precise reproduction of all types of music.

**HPD 10** £745 pr

As above but with horn loaded cabinet for ultra low bass reproduction which leaves nothing to the imagination. Cabinets come assembled due to the complexity of the design.

**101 MONITOR** £240 pr

This speaker is well known to all. It uses KEF drive units 8101 B and T27 A combined in a small infinite baffle cabinet of only 7 Litres with a high quality crossover incorporating electronic protection S-stop. This is one of the best near field monitors available built in 25mm MDF.

**DTM1 MONITOR**

This speaker combines the latest of the new technologies from Morel and Spectra Dynamics. Available only as a Deluxe kit and contains everything you will require to build a superb set of monitors.

**BOSS MONITAR**

A small infinite baffle trapezoidal cabinet with a top mounted MOREL neodymum dome tweeter and 5" bass mid unit. This Speaker has amazing imaging and should be placed close to the wall to achieve optimum results.

**Stockists of**

- ALTAI
- ALTEC LANSING
- AUDAX • BAD
- CELESTION • DESIGN REFERENCE • EMINENCE
- KEF • MACROM • MOREL • MOTOROLA
- PRECISION DEVICES • RCF • RCL • SEAS
- SPECTRA DYNAMICS • VOLT

All prices include V.A.T
BUILDING THE AUDIOSUITE PREAMP

I chose the kit version of Audiosuite, which entails building the main preamplifier where the probes and microphone are connected yourself. It is very quick and simple to build, all of the components being mounted on one good quality printed circuit board (PCB).

I had the very first version of the build instructions, but although I managed to complete a working preamp first time, there are a few areas that would benefit from attention. The instructions rightly suggest that you solder all resistors to the board first. These are least sensitive to excessive heat, and being low height components shouldn’t get in the way later on. I use a thick foam ‘dishcloth’ under the board which ensures the components are pushed tight against the PCB surface.

At this stage, it is very wise to also solder in an IC socket for UI, a quad CMOS op-amp. It is suggested that this static sensitive device can be carefully soldered to the board after the resistors and capacitors. But I found it almost impossible to get the damn thing in without dropping it several times trying to get it past the closely packed surrounding resistors/capacitors. Solder in a suitable IC socket, and gently plug it in last - it’s much easier and safer.

Another small point worth attention I discovered when fitting capacitors C1-3. The one that sits closest to J4, a PCB mounting phono socket, is too wide and doesn’t fit. Luckily I had a 330µF electrolytic in my parts bin with a taller, slimmer can, and it fitted just fine.

A small note also needs to be included in the instructions on how to fit the LED. I had to scour the RS catalogue to remind myself that the short lead is the cathode before I could work out which way it went. A simple sketch would remove any confusion for novice builders.

Lastly, when you install the four toggle switches, I found the best way was to start by screwing them into their correct location on the front panel. This holds them in perfect alignment, and the PCB can then be guided onto the switches from behind to ensure that the two line up. This saves having to bend the pins to get the switches through the front panel mounting holes.

The preamp took me around 40 minutes to complete, and it worked first time which, given the above, shows how clear and easy-to-follow the instructions are.

SETTING UP AUDIOSUITE

The version of Audiosuite supplied by Bill Vaslo of Liberty Instruments came complete with an Echo DSP Soundcard. Before you even start to install Audiosuite to your PC, it is best to install the soundcard and ensure that it is working properly. The Echo Soundcard I was using came with clear installation instructions.

Once you are sure the Soundcard is properly connected and running, Audiosuite can be installed. Again, this is a simple process, helped by clear instructions and on-screen prompts.

A little note about the hardware you will need is necessary at this point. Your PC will need to be a 386, 486 or Pentium with at least 4MB of memory and a VGA/SVGA monitor and mouse. This is quite a heavy spec. So older PCs may well have to be upgraded before Audiosuite can be used. Audiosuite needs a Personal Sound Architecture DSP type soundcard. These include: Orchid Soundwave 32 (or 32 Plus) and Gamewave 32 Plus, Cardinal Digital Sound Pro 16, Wearnes Beethoven 16- DSP, Adaptec DSP, Paradise DSP16 and Echo DSP.

Once installed, you will need to calibrate Audiosuite for the microphone and the gain of the Soundcard and preamp you are using. This is fairly straightforward if you are using a calibrated microphone. If you are using your own preamp and microphone, the procedure is a little more complex. I won’t go into it here, other than to say that it is possible, allowing meaningful, sensitive measurements to be made.

To measure hi-fi equipment you will need to make up your own special test leads. You will also need to make up the two probe leads, which need a phono plug at one end, and your choice of probe at the other.

For testing loudspeakers you will need an accurate microphone or one with a calibration chart. This, once loaded into Audiosuite, compensates for the microphone’s response to give near ‘perfect’ accuracy. The output from the Soundcard is fed to an amplifier, which drives the loudspeaker. You can use your existing hi-fi amplifier for this, but Audiosuite must be used with an amplifier that has its negative terminal at ground potential (earth), so bridged amplifiers and many valve amplifiers are not acceptable.

CONCLUSION

Audiosuite is a very well put together package. The manual is excellent, with plenty of pictures and diagrams to help you set the system up and get measuring quickly. In the next Supplement, No.17, free with the October issue of Hi-Fi World, I will explain more about the individual instruments within Audiosuite and give examples of how they can be used to develop your own designs.

Liberty have also just added a new feature to Audiosuite’s repertoire under the MLS instrument, called Cepstral Analysis. This is used to detect the presence of echoes or reflections in the response of a loudspeaker, such as those caused by grilles or the edges of a loudspeaker baffle. More on this in the next Supplement.

Liberty Audiosuite £310
Echo soundcard £150
Complete with Echo soundcard, calibrated mike + probes £495
Available from: Marton Music, 5 Masterson Ave, Read, Burnley, Lancs.
BB12 7PL. Tel: 01282 773198
SPEAKER KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS

Over a 8 year period I.P.L. ACOUSTICS have developed a range of high quality speaker kits, using the best units from SEAS, MOREL, AUDAX, and I.P.L. and have produced a comprehensive range of speakers which will compete with the most expensive of commercial designs.

All speakers have biwired crossover kits containing high quality components and terminals.

S5TL TRANSMISSION LINE

PLUS KIT £331.00
TOTAL KIT £446.00

FIVE TRANSMISSION LINE KITS

PLUS KITS £166.00
TOTAL KIT £225.00
PLUS KITS £166.00
TOTAL KIT £225.00
PLUS KITS £185.00
TOTAL KIT £250.00
PLUS KIT £216.50
TOTAL KIT £289.50

PRE-VEINEERED CABINET KITS NOW AVAILABLE.

If you would like further details please send large SAE with 36p stamp for PAGE SPEAKER BUILDING CATALOGUE, comprising VALUABLE ADVICE on DESIGNING, BUILDING, and TESTING speakers and full technical specifications including response curves of eight kits, drive units, and details of SPECIALIST CABLES and ACCESSORIES. KITS FOR A.V. USE NOW AVAILABLE.

I.P.L. Acoustics, 2 Laverton Road, Westbury, Wiltshire, BA13 3RS. Tel: 01373 823333

Vacuum Tubes for Audio Are Back!

Glass Audio brings together yesterday’s tube with today’s improved components, voltage control, and the exciting new Soviet tubes, to make smooth sound in your livingroom possible again!

YES! Please * send my first issue of Glass Audio. I’ll pay just $45.00 for six issues (1 year); $80.00 for 12 issues (2 years) of the best information on tubes to be found anywhere. I understand that my satisfaction is guaranteed!

Name

Street & Number

City Postal Code

Country


We Accept MC/VISA.

Glass Audio PO Box 176, Dept. HFWS, Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA Phone: (603) 924-9464 or FAX 24 hours a day (603) 924-9467
This is a home-brew book with large print, hand-drawn diagrams and a rather unusual sideways layout. It progresses from author Allen Wright's basic philosophies on audio design to complete preamp circuits marketed under the Vacuum State Electronics brand.

Allen's intuitive grasp of the subject allows him to explain in everyday language, rather than trying to make arguments look impressive with reams of unnecessary mathematics or abstruse gobbledegook. However, this book could cause a few problems for both those "new to electronics", as well as boys from the old school. It is assumed the reader already has a strong grasp of electronic theory and will understand why some of the unusual modifications work.

This is the only book I know which dares to take audio design onto a more metaphysical plane. Most like minded thinkers either keep their knowledge a closely guarded secret or are too afraid of criticism to voice their opinions. There are plenty of cranks about spewing pseudoscience, but here the information presented is derived from solid reasoning and experimentation, albeit with a modest sprinkling of fairy dust.

Allen gives examples of human perception beyond the mechanics of eyes and ears, states his Basic Philosophies and then heads off into outer space at Warp Factor 9. His 'Building Blocks' section covers just about everything you need to know about what goes into an amplifier and even gives advice on selecting valves.

The following section is where steam will start to issue from some people's ears. Here, the reader is led through the 'Circuit Modules' Allen uses, starting off with the simple common cathode stage right up to fully differential mu followers, RIAA e.q. networks and choke input power supplies, with advice on the sonic qualities of each. Again, it is assumed the reader will not need to be nurse-maided through each circuit block; the emphasis is on the audio application, so electrical details are left to you.

Next, Allen leads the reader through the reasoning behind his 'Super Reg' shunt regulator, the differences between series and shunt types, why the shunt is superior, finally giving the outline of the Super Reg.

Using a more practical approach, he then gives examples of classic preamps and possible mods and improvements to them, illustrating different approaches to preamp design and the good and bad points of each. He goes on to cover the development of two earlier preamp designs, describing the mistakes and discoveries he made and passing his experience on to the reader.

In the penultimate chapter he shows how to fully "hot rod" valve circuits, giving a modification checklist and useful advice on the modification procedure. The last section covers the development of two considerably more complex preamps. Full circuits are also given for those who want to produce clones.

Overall The Tube Preamp Cookbook is an excellent, if somewhat wacky look at audio design. The emphasis is definitely on sound quality rather than outright specifications, but all the same, sonic improvements are brought about by better electrical performance.

There are some mistakes in the book: for example the 12BA valve is listed as a "12 volt heater octal base 2A3". It is in fact a B9A-based indirectly heated TV triode, nothing like a 2A3. The reader has to be aware of small hiccups like this, and take into account that this is only one person's view of the world.

I thoroughly recommend this book to anyone interested in either modifying or building valve equipment. It's a worthwhile addition to any library on the black art of valve audio.
Russ Andrews
AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT
announcing our
NEW
Junior Integrated Amplifier

When I collected one of our 2 box Integrated Amplifiers from a home demonstration, the slightly distraught lady said;

"I'm so disappointed; I can't afford to buy it – and you're going to take it away."

So we have responded to the challenge with our NEW one-box Junior Integrated Amplifier for £1,250.00 inc. VAT! Problem solved.

This musical and affordable masterpiece, can be auditioned at our Listening Rooms at Kendal, London (phone Jim on 0181 697 4912), at Birmingham (phone Dave on 0121 382 8615), and of course, in your own home.

Phone us for full details.

Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories Limited
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Westmorland. LA8 9AS, England
Tel: 01539 823247  Fax: 01539 823317
Today valve data books are becoming rare and sought after. Valve suppliers often have no data or only "one line" of basic characteristics which can only really be used as a guide. Colomor Electronics have taken the initiative and reprinted a very comprehensive data book - Electronic Universal Vade Mecum, the first of a two-volume set; the second part is as yet unavailable.

Vade Mecum (Latin for General Guide) is a Polish book but the data is presented in pictorial and symbolic format that is very easy to interpret. The two indexes at the front of the book are arranged in alpha-numerical orders, one uses Roman (e.g. English) and the other Cyrillic (e.g. Greek or Russian) script, so finding the particular valve in question is quick and easy.

The valves are arranged into sections of similar types, so when you are looking at the data for one particular valve you are in exactly the right section to examine possible alternatives, although equivalents aren't always listed. Basic "one liner" information is presented in clear tables listing principle electrical characteristics, manufacturer and so on, with more detailed information below. Where abbreviations and symbols are used their meaning is usually obvious. If not, you can turn to one of the glossaries in the front of the book for an explanation. There are seven of these glossaries, each in a different language, including English, German and Russian.

Full characteristic curves are given for the more common valves and are very clearly presented. Compared with original data from manufacturers like General Electric or Mullard though, the graphs are small and have rather large graduations, making precise graphical analyses difficult. For very accurate design work it may still be necessary to get the original manufacturers data.

Other useful charts are given in some cases, for example distortion versus power for output valves or conversion conductance versus anode current for hexodes and heptodes intended for mixer use. Physical parameters such as base type, pin-out and physical dimensions are given, usually with an outline drawing showing the overall shape.

Unfortunately, because this book is about 'receiving valves', the meatiest output valve you are likely to find is the 6550 (yawnarama) or maybe the EL156 (?). There are no big triodes or transmitter pentodes whatsoever. I think most people will find the power valve section rather disappointing, although there are the old faithfals like EL34 and KT66. The mansize valves like 211, 828 or even 300B etc. are sadly absent; I assume these will be in the second volume, as and when it becomes available.

The book, although expensive, really is essential, unless you already have a very comprehensive library of valve data. Even then Vade Mecum contains some very strange Russian and European types which I haven't seen data on before. The overall quality of the book is excellent, bound in a cherry red leather effect finish with gold lettering. Inside the printing and paper are first class. This is not a workshop data manual, more a library reference book which, I'm sure, will become classic. I hope Volume 2 comes out soon.

ELECTRONIC UNIVERSAL VADE MECUM reviewed by Andy Grove
STATION SOUNDS
WORTHING
DOWN PLATFORM WORTHING STATION SUSSEX
FOR A SELECTION OF VALVE AMPLIFIERS
AND OTHER OLDER QUALITY EQUIPMENT
VALVE AMPLIFIERS (COMBOS AND HI-FI)
OVERHAULED AT SENSIBLE RATES
Valve and other equipment always wanted
FISHER • RADFORD • RICHARDSON • QUAD • EMI
KERR-McINTOSH • BEAM-ECHO • DYNACO • B&W
TANNOY • DYNATRON • and anything interesting
I also have a selection of DIY items.
SINGLE AMPS, SPEAKERS, TURNTABLES ETC..
Including usual stock.
TANNOYS • GARRARD • PYE • LEAK • RADFORD • AUDIO
INNOVATION • FISHER • DYNACO • ROGERS •
HEATHKIT ETC..
I also stock manufacturers line ends
and ex-demo models - please ring for details
MIKE POINTER
0903 399980
Evenings
0903 213192

KIT BUILDING SERVICE
If you want to own one of the many kits available today, but are unsure of building it yourself, I will build it for you, at reasonable cost.

DAVID
HI FI ENGINEER
DULEY
0181 470 9795

sjs electroacoustics
NEW FOR ’95: interstage transformers
more output transformers
valve phone stage kit
We are proud to announce our new interstage coupling transformers. These carefully designed and built products are in response to requests from our customers for quality transformers with which to drive output valves. The transformers have a wide flat frequency response and excellent sonic characteristics. The two initial designs have been based around using the following valve types for drivers: 5687, E182CC, 417A, parallel ECC82. Designed around a 15mA primary current, approx 3K5 anode impedance and slight step up ratios, they can be used with a large range of output valves, including; 211, 645, 300B, 6060, 2A3 etc. We currently have available:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformer</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1°01</td>
<td>1:5</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>168 per pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1°02</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>148 per pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°01</td>
<td>1:5+1</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>168 per pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°02</td>
<td>1:1+1</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>169 per pair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also have new additions to our range of high quality output transformers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Max Power</th>
<th>Suggested Valve</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Ended</td>
<td>20W</td>
<td>6060</td>
<td>58.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push Pull</td>
<td>20W</td>
<td>300B</td>
<td>64.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25W</td>
<td>5881</td>
<td>59.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the above can be supplied fully shrouded, open frame or drop through as required. Please enquire about any requirements not listed here. A large range of mains transformers and power supply chokes is also available. Full "sets" for amplifiers can be supplied:

Set 1: suitable for a push-pull 5881 kit: 2xOTX, 1xChoke, 1xMains for £190
Set 2: suitable for a push-pull 300B kit: 2xOTX, 2xChoke, 2xInterstage, 1xMains for £380
Set 3: suitable for a single ended 300B kit: 2xOTX, 1xChoke, 1xMains for £220

We also supply a full range of quality parts including: Black Gates caps, polypropylene power supply caps, Vitamin Q caps, silver wire, resistors, speakers, Alps pots, advice and lots more.

Finally we will have a valve phone stage kit available for late February, this will be an excellent MM to line level phono stage, with optical MC stepup transformers. The full kit will include pcb, components, casework, valves and shipping; and will sell for only £360 for the MM version.

Export and Trade Enquiries welcome.

For further information and a catalogue send an A4 or A5 SAE (38p) to:
sjs electroacoustics
Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Rd, Holcombe, Bury, BL8 4NN.

RESTORATION OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT
SUITABLY QUALIFIED ELECTRONICS ENGINEER (DEGREE/MAES) WITH OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE AND SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE OF QUAD, RADFORD, LEAK, ROGERS, AND ARMSTRONG, ETC. EXTENSIVE WORKSHOP FACILITIES ENABLE ORIGINAL STANDARDS ACCOMPANIED BY DETAILED REPORTS OF WORK CARRIED OUT. CLIENTS WILL HEAR THEIR APPARATUS DEMONSTRATED PRIOR TO THEIR DEPARTURE. AVAILABLE 7 DAYS PER WEEK.

CIRCUIT DATA ON OFFER (SEND SAE FOR LIST)
TEL 0181 504 5467
WOODFORD, ESSEX
EARTH EXPLORER

I would very much appreciate your advice about earthing and electricity supply safety. I am using a pair of old (late 1950s) valve power-amps that have recently been renovated by RATA (original circuit diagram enclosed). I like the sound generally, but a persistent problem has been the relatively quiet, but annoying hum which was reduced by the renovation, but not eliminated.

The interconnects I mainly use are the pseudo-balanced configuration-type described in the October supplement: I have also tried Tandy interconnects that Eric Braithwaite enthused about for valve amps last year and find no difference as regards the hum problem. I have experimented with the use of different power sockets (one for each amp/both from the same 4-way socket etc.) which has some effect, but have discovered recently that disconnecting the earth lead at the mains (13amp) plug for each amplifier brings about almost a complete ‘cure’ (the residual hum is only audible very close to the loudspeakers, and for any normal listening position is below the ambient noise level).

In normal operation there are no ‘live’ points on the amp, so eliminating the earthing seems quite safe. As part of the renovation (mainly new passive components) a small magnetic circuit breaker was put in to replace the mains fuse and act as a switch (when I had the mains amps they had no on/off switch). I expect the circuit breaker to handle the problem on the mains side of the power supply transformer, but presumably a potential risk is a failure in the HT line making the chassis live - is that right?

I assume the hum is associated with an earth loop and the mains supply of my house which has conventional ring main wiring and, I believe, permanent multiple earthing (PME) wiring at the electricity supply company’s junction box i.e. the earth circuits in the house are connected to the neutral (return) lead to the sub-station.

Rewiring the house is not a realistic option, but would a different kind of earthing of the power amp chassis, or providing a guard be possible moves? Currently I am putting up with the hum (i.e. earth wires are re-connected), but any thoughts, or suggestions which would justify my ‘cure’ would be very welcome.

Guy Woolley,
Thurgarton,
Notts.

Sounds like you’ve got a classic hum loop problem. There are two sources. Most common is that of multiple earths and recirculating earth currents. This occurs when a system is earthed to the mains through two components, in your case preamp and power amp, which are also earthed together through the signal lead ground, forming a loop. As you’ve found, breaking the loop (anywhere, but in your case at the mains plug) stops the hum. The usual solution is to use an ‘earth lift’ resistor (i.e. resistor in the earth lead) - see diagram. It goes between the incoming mains earth and the amplifier.

![Diagram](image)

The other less well understood source of hum comes from an induction loop. This is formed when signal and return are separated to form a loop, which will pick up hum when close to a mains transformer. We’ve found left and right signal leads from preamp to power amp. will cause hum when drawn apart to form a loop, when a mains transformer is nearby that is. In amplifiers, signal and return wires must not be separated, but run alongside each other, as our diagram shows. NK

![Diagram](image)

digital Upgrade
My Arcam 170.3 CD transport doesn’t have a XLR AES/EBU

DIGITAL UPGRADE
My Arcam 170.3 CD transport doesn’t have a XLR AES/EBU
An illustration in which speakers were turned inwards about 45 degrees rather than facing fully forwards. The instructions that accompanied my Ruark Talisman IIIs says all Ruarks should be positioned facing fully front on. Please ask him to discuss this aspect of positioning speakers in a later article. (He said he was writing a series on the subject.)

Thanks.

John Williams
London.

Linn did not want to divulge the name of their aluminium adhesive, identifying it only as an Epoxy Resin. We suggest you travel through the ever fascinating Electromail catalogue, price £4.99 (phone 01536-204555), where you can get anything - 'phone 01536-204555, where you can get anything - (RS422) digital output. An easy way to work with this format without modifying your CD transport is to build an external RS422 driver with phone input and a RS422 receiver with phone output. The 74HC140 (see schematic) is used as a signal buffer with 75Ω impedance (S/PDIF format). The RS422 driver is capable of driving a balanced 110Ω cable (AES/EBU format). The driver is built into a small box with phone input. The AES/EBU cable is attached without any plugs to the RS422 receiver box. This box has a 75Ω phone output. External power supply must be capable of supplying +5V/300mA DC. The RS422 IC's are made by National Semiconductor and perfectly made for this application. The AES/EBU cable I use is made by Gotham, I don't have any experience with other AES/EBU cables. Comparison between several digital 75Ω cables and the Gotham AES/EBU cable using the RS422, I find the sound a bit more relaxing and open. By the way this RS422 set is not a copy of the Audio Alchemy DST (Data Stream Transceiver).

W. de Haan
Leiden,
The Netherlands.

Mike Martindale, Chief Designer, Arcam says -

Your reader is suggesting extra electronics be used at the sending and receiving end of the digital 75Ω cable and -

1) A balanced connection will break the earth path return line between the two units. These are reasonable things to consider, but it is a complicated way of going about things. Undoubtedly, it will sound different than a straight 75Ω cable and this may be taken as sounding 'better'. Personally, I would be more inclined to spend my money and time making up experimental 75Ω leads from wire samples and evaluating them! MM

STICKY SUBJECT

1. Hi-fi manufacturers use an aluminium glue which apparently produces joints as strong as the metal itself. For example Linn assemble the Ekos in such a way. Where can I buy such glues?

2. In the last issue in his article on stereo, Noel Keywood had been praised on a number of occasions in your columns and a project of this type would seem to be consistent with your aims. In D.I.Y. Supplement 11, Andy Grove presented a simple design method for the Voigt Tractrix horn but is clearly afraid of the difficulty of building one. I suggest he should look at the method of joining large profiles sheets of plywood which was invented by the designers of the Mirror-class dinghy. The hull of this boat is made from four 10ft long plywood panels forming the bottom and sides, with two smaller panels for the bow and stern. These panels are first stitched together with short lengths of copper wire, inserted from the outside through holes drilled along the edges to be mated. These are twisted together on the inside with pliers, drawing the plywood panels together. When all the panels have been joined in this manner, a strip of woven glass-fibre tape is bonded along the outside of the joint with resin. Once this has cured, the twisted wires on the inside of the joint are cut off, flush with the surface of the panel. A second length of tape is then bonded along the inside of the joint. The resultant joint is very strong and will be air-
and Tonigen ribbon tweeter, all give a smoother frequency response off-axis, our measurements show. This is because on-axis, left/right mechanical symmetry results in cancellation effects. They should be positioned so as not to point directly at listeners (diagram B). In this circumstance, manufacturers usually advise users to point the ‘speaker straight down the room (A). This puts the listener, in my diagram, 16degrees (anti-clockwise) off-axis. This situation faced me with the Heybrook Sextets, even though differences between listening on and off axis are small. I pointed the speakers straight down my lounge, as in A, and got a more muddled and vague soundstage than B. This was perplexing, because this particular room, in a flat on short term rental so acoustic treatment is out, has never provided the excellent results of our in-house listening room. I knew from experience the Heybrooks could sound a lot better, but moving them to A from B made a poor situation worse. I reasoned that if the Sextets were swung further inward (C), rather than outward, such that I sat 16degrees off-axis still, but this time clockwise, less treble energy would reach the near side wall and more would be directed to the far side wall. Travelling further, it would experience greater attenuation, making far wall reflections less of a problem. The diagrams show how an imaginary loudspeaker with a 32degree (+/-16°) listening window and a 90degree (+/-45°) total forward radiation angle can be swung through 32degrees with no change in perceived forward radiation pattern (i.e. frequency response) to the listener, but a significantly different radiation pattern into the room. Facing down the room (A) directs much more treble energy to the near wall, which bounces off to give a lot of reflected energy. The key point is that reflected sound from a wall is very “dirty”, having a ragged frequency response caused by selective absorption. For a clean sound, the listener shouldn’t be in a strong reflected sound field, or it should be diffused by a randomly varying surface. My scheme worked better than I could have hoped, giving the sort of pin sharp imaging to which I’m

The Month

tight. A square piece of MDF can be screwed and taped in the throat for mounting the driver and a stiffening batten pinned and glued along each side of the mouth of the horn. This method of fabricating large plywood structures is simple, if tedious, not requiring any great skill in woodworking. Would Andy, with a patient helper, care to have a go? David Andrews Cheltenham, Glos.

Most of the cost of both valve amplifiers and loudspeakers lies in their casework. The sensitive ‘speaker cost little because we don’t supply cabinets, not even in flat pack form. The 4W valve amp on the other hand has expensive transformers and chassis. A 3W amplifier like the Mullard would be no different price wise, except with much cheaper casework and/or transformers. Maplin’s Millenium (based on the Mullard 5-20) costs £200, but for this you get thin, unpunched aluminium casework and the smallest transformers possible.

This well illustrates the compromises that must be juggled with. We have in truth been working on a low cost kit valve amplifier for some time now, output 40watts per channel. Hopefully, the design will be published in DIY Supplement No17, with our October 1995 issue. This was brewed up in direct response to reader’s requests. We aren’t so much “scared” of horn ‘speakers as limited by time and budget. Andy is incredibly busy designing and developing products to demanding schedules, as well as answering queries, etc. We work on those things that are likely to appeal to most people. A proper horn loudspeaker is huge, very awkward to handle but of limited appeal we feel. I hope we can tackle such things in the future, but right now I’m afraid it isn’t possible (like the valve synthesizer tuner I dream of!). NK

WIN A MAPLIN SOLDERING IRON KIT COMPLETE WITH A LENGTH OF SILVER SOLDER

The writer of the most interesting DIY letter each month will receive a superb Maplin soldering iron, stand, booklet on good soldering practice and a length of high quality silver solder. Write in to: Hi-Fi World DIY letters, 64 Castellain Rd, Maida Vale, London W9 1EX.
AN ACTIVE APPROACH

Firstly, thanks for a most informative and worthwhile magazine. It’s a refreshing change to find a mag actually concerned with its readers and what they want - not just a platform for the latest 'black box' release.

I’m an avid DIY'er, and am hoping you can point me in the right direction for my latest project: first optimising for bi-amping then building an active cross-over for my system.

This currently consists of an Audiolab 8000CDM and DAC, Mark Levinson MLI pre-amp, Plinius SA100 (Class A, 100 watts per channel) transistor amp driving the bass with a somewhat modified Leak Stereo 20 on the high end. Speakers are Lambert 300Ts: built locally, utilising 2 Tonigen tweeters and 4 bass midrange drivers in parallel, in a 2-way configuration.

As noted, the Stereo 20 has been partially modified, all the power caps being changed for Wimas and the input slugged to match the power amp. Is it possible to optimise it for high frequency response? Likewise, can it be modified to run in Triode mode, and is this advisable?

The next step will be to look at an active crossover. Unfortunately, the only Hi-Fi World edition I've missed (ever!) is the April edition with your active crossover! Are back-copies of the article available, or alternatively, where would you suggest I look to develop a design? My speakers are electrically 2-way, with a crossover point at 4 kHz. Slope rates are 6 dB/octave on the woofers, 12 dB/octave on the tweeters.

On a different note, some topic suggestions for future articles: how about an article on resistor and capacitor types that could be used in upgrades - for example, when we have to wire 180 degrees out of phase from your circuits to allow for our inverted orientation and compensate for frequency time delays due to the 4-month delivery time?

It’s great to see that a little time and patience can result in substantial improvements on ‘the latest and greatest’ - and that others like yourselves have enough time and patience to show us ‘plebs how. Keep up the good work: after the last few years, I feel like I know the team personally!

Dari Singh
Auckland, New Zealand.

Putting an active crossover ahead of the Leak Stereo 20 will remove all low frequencies from it and this in itself will give the amplifier a much easier time. We generally do not recommend you do anything to any old valve amp. other than restore it, although to be realistic if the casework is shot - damaged or rusty perhaps - then mods aren’t sacriligious.

Replacing the capacitors with Solen audio-grade polypropylene or, better sounding, modern Jensen (Denmark) paper-and-oils from Audionote (UK) (Tel: 01273-220511/Fax: 01273-731498), will clean things up. However, because of the variable nature of the beast, some paper-and-oils can be leaky. Ideally, you need to check that current leakage isn’t altering d.c. conditions after installation, especially with critical coupling capacitors (see diagram) where just 0.2mA would bias the grid positive (i.e. above the 50V on the cathode), cause the anode to glow red and the valve to burn out. These capacitors sound gorgeous however: gloriously sweet, yet with beautifully damped, dark inter-transient silences. Don’t rip out every capacitor at once though; change just a few at a time and listen. Subjective component selection is a matter of achieving balance; filling an amp with metal film resistors, paper-and-oils or polypropylene can swing its character too far in one direction, so be careful.

Putting a solid-state active crossover in front of a valve amplifier seems a bit contradictory to us purists, although it isn’t so bad since valves always seem to add in their character even after solid-state has done its worst, although they can’t retrieve what has been lost. My own recommendation for solid-state crossover design is Don Lancaster’s renowned Active Filter Cookbook, published by Howard Sams & Co, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268, USA. The Modern Book Co., 19-21 Praed Street, London W2 1NP (Tel: 0171 402 9176/Fax: 0171 724 5736) can supply this mail order to you. If you want the circuit of an active valve crossover, contact Old Colony Sound Lab, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, New Hampshire NH 03458 (Tel: (603) 924 6371/Fax: (603) 924 9467). I spotted this fairly amazing idea in one of their publications, so you will probably be looking at a book purchase here.

We’d love to do basic theory articles, but are desperately short of space at present. I think you ought to put your head into The Art of Linear Electronics, by John Linsley Hood, a new book that - unusually - covers valves as well as all other things audio. See page 101 in the main issue.

I hope all this is of some help to you. I thought they invented CD for New Zealand ‘cos records kept falling off the turntables.

NK

A leaky coupling capacitor could cause the grid to become positively biased, burning out the valve.

should electrolytes be replaced with similar - (say) Black Gates, when should polypropylenes and/or other varieties be used, etc. Likewise, precision metal film verses wirewound resistors and comparisons/scoring of 'audiophile' ICs and transistors etc. What about a piece on valve symbols, their meanings, pin recognition and numbering systems?

All of my (woefully inadequate I’m sure) valve knowledge comes from avid reading of your magazine and supplements. Even so, I’m in the dark about many of the basics: while I don’t have a problem reading and interpreting ‘modern’ circuit diagrams, none of the valve symbols (and functions) were covered at School or Tech.

I realise I’ve asked a lot in a long and fairly boring letter: my apologies! I’ve been reading your magazine since it first appeared and have watched with interest the increase in the number of copies at the local newsagents. You certainly have a loyal following here at the other end of the world (even though
Long known as specialists in rare tube brands, Billington Export provides a line of premium-grade valves to fill the increasing demand for hard-to-find tubes! BILLINGTON GOLD features specially tested valves selected for long life, low microphony and low noise. Versions with gold plated pins are available. BILLINGTON GOLD brand comes from a variety of countries around the world. We have carefully chosen the best manufacturer for each type, with an emphasis on the highest audio quality and product reliability. We stock one million valves including: BRIMAR, GE USA, GEC UK, MAZDA, MULLARD, RCA, RUSSIAN/SOVTEK/SVETLANA, SYLVANIA, TESLA, THERMIONIC, TUNGSRAM and other rare brands, as well as sockets and CRTs.

**BILLINGTON GOLD**

- 2A3
- 6L6GC
- 12AX7
- 300B
- 811A
- 845
- 6550A
- E81CC
- E81CC-01
- E82CC
- E82CC-01
- E88CC
- ECC81
- ECC82
- ECC83
- ECC88
- EL34
- EL84
- KT66
- KT88

**RARE BRANDS**

- 3AMP1A Tungsram Hungary
- 5C-450A STG UK
- 5M4GY USA
- 5Y3GT RCA
- 6BH6 RCA
- 6L6WGB Sylvania
- 6V6GT STG UK
- 12B17A GE
- 12E1 STC/ITT UK
- 13E1 STC UK
- 85A2 Mullard
- 807 USA
- 5687WA RCA

**BILLINGTON GOLD**

- 6550A GE USA
- CV4003 Mullard UK
- CV4004 Brimar UK
- ECC81 Mullard UK (CV4024)
- ECC82 Mullard UK (CV4003)
- ECC83/ECC803S Tesla
- EF86 GEC UK (CV4085)
- GZ32 Mazda
- GZ37/CV378 Mullard UK
- KT90 Yugoslavian

**YUGOSLAVIAN / ETC**

- 6CG7 Yugoslavian
- 6X4W Raytheon USA
- 5751 (USE ECC83)
- 6336A Penta USA

**RUSSIAN/SVETLANA**

- 6AS7G
- 6B4G
- ECL82
- SV811-3
- SV811-10

**SOVTEK**

- 5U4G
- 6L6WGC
- 6SL7GT
- 6S7GT
- 12AX7WA
- 12AX7WB
- 5881/6L6WGC

**CHINESE**

- 300B Silvertone
- ECC88
- EL34

**TOPCAPS**

- For 2C34, 807 etc
- For 12E1, 5B-254M, PL519

**MATCHED TESTING**

- £2.00 Per Valve
- (£4.00 per pair)

**PAYMENT ACCEPTED BY**

- ACCESS, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DEBIT CARD, JCB, MASTERCARD, VISA, Bankers Draft, Bank Telex, Eurocheque and Cheque (UK only)

**MINIMUM ORDER**

- UK £50.00 + VAT & Carriage
- Export £100.00 (US $150.00) + Carriage

**BILLINGTON EXPORT LIMITED**

- 1E GILLMANS TRADING ESTATE
- BILLINGSHURST
- WEST SUSSEX RH14 9EZ UK

**TEL:** (0)1403 784961 **FAX:** (0)1403 783519

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE

**All items in stock at time of going to press. Prices in GB Pounds and subject to fluctuation: please check before placing your order. We stock over 3000 valve types and 400 types of CRT. Please ask for our free 50 page catalogue of valves and/or our CRT catalogue. Payment is accepted by:**

**ACCESS, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DEBIT CARD, JCB, MASTERCARD, VISA, Bankers Draft, Bank Telex, Eurocheque and Cheque (UK only)**

**MINIMUM ORDER:** UK £50.00 + VAT & Carriage. Export £100.00 (US $150.00) + Carriage

**1E GILLMANS TRADING ESTATE**

**BILLINGSHURST**

**WEST SUSSEX RH14 9EZ UK**

**TEL:** (0)1403 784961 **FAX:** (0)1403 783519

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE
We offer below a selection of our CVC PREMIUM range of audio valves. These CVC BRAND valves are from selected world wide sources, processed in our special facility to provide low noise/hum/microphony PRE-AMP valves and POWER VALVES burnt-in for improved stability and reliability. Use this sheet as your order form. If you require matched pairs, quads or octets etc. Please allow £1.00 extra per valve for this service and mark alongside the valve type number 'M2, M4, M8' etc as required.

Price list and Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio Valves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRE-AMP VALVES</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECC81/12AT7WA</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC82/12A7UA</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC83/12AX7WA</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC85</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC88</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECF82</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL82</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL86</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF86</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E80F Gold Pin</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E81CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E82CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E83CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E88CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6E6</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SL7GT</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SN7GT</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6H22</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7025</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER VALVES</td>
<td>Unit Price</td>
<td>Qty</td>
<td>Total Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL34/6CA7</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL34 (Large Din)</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL84/6ELQ5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER4L/7189A</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT66</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT77</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT88</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT88 (Gold Special)</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3 (4 or 8 Pin)</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300B</td>
<td>50.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C33C-B</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6L6GC</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6L6/WGC/5881</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6V6GT</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6080</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6146B</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6336A</td>
<td>46.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550A</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550WA</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550WB</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7581A</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>807</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811A</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812A</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>845</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECTIFIERS</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EZ80</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ81</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ32</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ33</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ34</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ37</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5U4G</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5V4GT</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Y3GT</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Z4GT</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCKETS ETC</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B9A (Chassis or PCB)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9A (Ch or PCB) Gold</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octal (Ch or PCB)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octal (Ch or PCB) Gold</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pin (For 2A3, 300B)</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pin Jumbo (For 211 Etc.)</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pin Jumbo Gold (For 211 Etc.)</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Pin (For 807)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Pin (For 6603c-B)</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening Can (For ECC83 Etc.)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Connector (For 807 Etc.)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Connector (For PL519 Etc)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retainer (For 6L6W/GC Etc.)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATCHING CHARGES</th>
<th>£</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POST &amp; PACKING (UK)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL EXC VAT</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT @ 17.5% (UK/EEC ONLY)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL TO PAY</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please make cheques payable to: 'CHELMER VALVE COMPANY' or pay by ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA Please give details: 

SIGNATURE: 
EXP. DATE: 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
Post Code: 

VALVE AMPLIFIERS SOUND BETTER STILL WITH CVC PREMIUM VALVES!
130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex. CM2 0RG. Tel: 01245 355296/265865 Fax: 01245 490064